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A brave fifteenth-century Highlander fiercely devoted to his foster family, Hunter of clan MacKintosh

can defeat any man in battle. Thanks to his fae gifts, he can read the intent of his opponents and

guess their next moves. But when the faerie Madame Giselle sends Hunter to the present day, he

stumbles into a staged battle and rescues a young knightâ€”only to discover that the knight is a

woman, and sheâ€™s anything but a damsel in distress.Meghan McGladrey learned martial arts and

sword fighting from her father, a time-traveling Highlander himself. To Hunterâ€™s surprise, Meghan

is as skilled as any knight. When both of them are pulled back to the fifteenth century, Meghan

becomes desperate to return to her time. Hunter, who is pledged to another, begins to fall for the

beautiful, brave warrior as they fight side by side against a common enemy. Now, he must decide

which matters more: his honor, or following his heart.Exciting battles and intoxicating passion

reunite in the third Novel of Loch Moigh from award-winning author Barbara Longley.
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I enjoyed two earlier books by Barbara Longley following along with previous generations at Loch

Moigh. Hunter was a parentless street child who was reared by foster parents to become a knight.



When he meets his soul mate through the trickery of a fairie, Hunters story continues. The book is

another good read from Longley's imagination. I recommend it for anyone who likes historical fiction

and a good love story.

The only thing is,I have been reading them in the wrong order! I just found that out. So, I started with

no. 2, thinking it was the first volume,and then to Vol. 3. I guess I will go into #4, and then go back

and read the first. These books are exciting, along with a twist from a faerie who keeps popping in

and out of the tales. The stories are from 14th,15th century Scotland, involving various clans and

wars between them. I am thoroughly enjoying them. You will, too.

Barbara Longley has hit it out of the park again, this time with "The Highlander's Folly." This is the

third in the Loch Moigh series, and it does not disappoint. We get to spend time with friends from

previous novels, meet new ones in this, and catch up with others we didn't yet know well. I

appreciate that each heroine has a distinct set of skills and is not a carbon copy of those we've met

before. Likewise, each hero comes with his own set of quirks and foibles, and is wise enough to

recognize a quality "lass" when he meets one. If you enjoy the crazy clash of time periods, scenes

from Scotland in the 1400s so rich you can almost feel the mist on your face, and the brawny beauty

of a heroic knight, get to know Loch Moigh. It's a fine place to visit!

Hunter returning from the pursuit of his fortune by fighting as a knight. He dreams of marrying his

step sister Sky. He had made a promise to marry her when he was young boy. He worried that he

was not worthy because he was not of noble birth and didn't have any land. While traveling back to

his childhood home of his adopted family one of his knights spot tents. The smell of cooked meat

and ale enticed them to go to tents. Hunter tried to discourage them from going but they didn't listen.

Unfortunately Hunter was very uneasy went to investigate. He is entertained by a powerful Fae she

tricks him into doing her a favor. He falls through the tent seeing a sword fight seeing a much larger

opponent over take a smaller one. He steps in to defend and before he knew it he and the smaller

person are thrown into the Fae' s tent. The smaller person is yelling at Hunter as picks him up and

gets on his horse to escape the other fighter. Once he realized that they weren't being chased he

stops his horse and let's the little person off. He is attacked by a woman by hand to hand combat.

Megan is her name from the 21st century and is now in the 15th century. They have adventures of

attacks from robbers, deaths, betrayal, new found facts about birth rites. I love this series because it

is very entertaining just the difference in the language of the 21st and 15th centurys.



Excellent time travel romance! The banter between the characters and the surprise plot made this

story one of my favorites! In the audio version, the narrator (I believe it was Phil Gigante?) really

made Hunter and the other Highlanders, sound sexy enough to have readers scrambling for the

time travel portal so they could experience the differences between the men now, and those found

in Scottish historical times. Excellent read for all ages, or audio for any time traveling romantic!

This was an enjoyable story . You know how it is going to end- still there were surprising twists

along the way. An enjoyable,'brief break from reality'. Good writing that makes you feel like you are

there at the time. Some descriptive sex, but fortunately only a very few pages.

I enjoyed the perspective of the sprites and fairies. It give insight into those choices we make but

aren't quite sure where the thought of decision came from. A good twist and turns in the adventure

as well.

Capturing a fighting 21st century girl, and taking her to the 15th century. Teaching boys and men

martial arts. Will she ever go home or is there something to keep her in the 15th century?
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